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Knowledge,ef resUltS (KR) is Widely USed as a reinfo'rcer-in programed
,

ins ruction and computer-ass'isted instruction despite the fact that:there,.

is li.tle substantiating evidence fOr the assumption that KR'facilitates

le in programed instruction. Much of the research concerning the ;

effects o KR on learning indicates:that:programs teach as well orbetter

when ContinUous.,KR is not prebent (4pore & Smith, '19634' FeldhUseti & Birt,

k
.-

1962; Krumboltz & Weisman, 1962; Hquigl.& Revsin, 1963; Ripple; 1963;-
1

Lublin, 1965; Jacobs & Kuikarni; 1966; Blank & Pysh;;1970)... 'It-should

be noted that'in each" study cited above,-KR was operationally define4-as
%

the presentation of the correct answer in printed form following the.-

student's response. ,The application of KR need not, however, be restricted

'7

to.pi;int modeOr lessons administered via a computer-based educational

(CBE) Systet; rather, KR may subsume-a large variety of stimulus modes

presented ,after thd student!sjresponpe,.Since the reinforcing effect oc,

KR is questionable when KR refers to printed feedback, the need for an

alternative its indicated. 'The intention of this paper is to suggest a

mode of presenting Kf that is uniquely compatible with a dynamic computer

based edUcational system such as PLATO IV
1

_0*

NEW MEDIUM WARRANTS NEW PEDAGOGICAL APPROACH o

'A sophistl,cated .CBE system can be used effectively for the traditional

pedagogical functions of diagnosis, prescriptioand presentatibn of

subject matter. .In4this role, the system modelsthe, best of teachers-and

: maw be thought of as a substitutefor the human instructor. But the

computer's application.to education can transcend the limits;of performing



tra tional tasks. A high -speed computer: linked. with a graphic pictorial,

disp ay terminal can now. provide educational experiences and.resources-

prevl usly unavailabie to the,Studen One example of a .new-learning

enviro nt is a .situlated:laboratory experiment. The student in this

situati n may change various parameters in the experiimerit and then see

the resultsgo f s manipulations immediately calculated displayed

,;.to (Fer"Peqific descriptiOns ofsuch.lessons-ee Biter et al.',

1971 and 1972.) 1;1 th the advanced computing and display capabilities

come excitint possibilitiesdn tbe design of czrseware.2 Yet there

seems to be a tendency to rely on traditional educatlonal 'styles and

practices despite the fact Sat the new medium warrants innovati*e

pedagogical approaches that einbody -its unique features. Many CAI programs

for example, supply reinforcement in the,form of printed KR sometimes in

combination with 'Social reinforCers'as in the auditory message, "Good,

Johnny. Your answeris right." Such an application is a carry-over

from the traditional classapeam and does not incorporate the full potential

of a CliE,',syste'm in administering knowledge of results. The, System can

respond to the student in a mode more conMensurate with its capabilities.

It,is proposed here that rather than supply KR through printed orAudltaw

messages alone, the system should be programmed to respond with appropriate

and. interesting changes in the visual display as well--changes involving

pictorial or graphic animation.v The key word is respond: the system

should respond 'to thb student's actions via every possible mode. Pre-
,

0$

entations.of KR whiCh are not restricted to print or verbal modes -but
!

which involve graphic or pictorial modes will be referred to as multimode

knowledge of results,



.11fULT1MODE.KNOWIEDQE OF RESULTS

Perhaps the nature. of multimode knowled e of results may ben be

7:revealed thrbudxampl.e.:Some learning en onments inherently allow.

for higher level feedback. One example is a lesson for a-young child

experimenting With word creation.:- Using a s phisticated CBE systet, the

student may type CI-og onto the screen or hi ter,Qa1; the system can

respond the child's creation of a real wo k.bY pronouncing,the word,

'.displaying 6ictorial example of the, word ioture of a dog), supplying

appropriate sound, effectsok"arf-arf"), and ing the word in context.

Unfortunately, not all arning tasks 1 nd themselves 6o visual

presentations -of cons uence. Less n formats whith allow for

multimode knowledge of results be engine red for such learning tasks.

The lessons cited below have been thus.desi d by the author for the

PLATO IV system. The first lesson i$ a situp e practice andsdrillfor the

young child learning letter-sound ass ciatio r. The -child sees four
4

-magicians' hats, each containing a differeilLattter, on the display

screen. He is given a_phoneme aurally as a eferent and is adked.to point

to its corresponding letter. If the'dhild noses the correct letter,

a bunny hops out of that hat ai a reward ad 1) and a positive audio moo: age

.

is given. (The pictorial animation of the h pping bunny along with the

verbai. message constitute multimode KR.) A lwrong response evokes no

immediate action on the screen but the child does receive verbal feedback.

In this lesson, the"student knows that only a correct response results in

1 ,

an interesting change on the 'screen. Perhaps this knagledge motivates

himito°respond correctly not only for the sake-,of knowing he is "right"

6

but also fOr the reward-of seeing anamusing animation on they screen.

5
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Fig. 1 Drill and practice lesson
'on, grapheme- phoneme correspondence.

Fig. .2 Introductory boson.

6



Another lesson displaying.thefeature of multiMede KR was designed
,

for a child with no previOus experience with PLATO. The child, must learn

--to.respond.to the machine by touching the display -screen. accordingly.

Be first learns to touch.°a prespecified area-on the screen:: following a

brief animation involving a frog, the child is to touch the rather small

frog (one inch bigh) with his finger. It will hop across the screen if

touched accurately (Fig. 2) and the activity will be continued until the child

.has atcuratey.performed several successive touched. Mis implicit; that is ,t

frog will. hop only when properly touched. (Verbal feedback is provided,

,hoWever, when the child is responding incorrectly.)' This activity is

followed by a similar activity*in which the child hiMSOlf chooses the

//
of the streantto be touched. The frog hops to the pointion the screen

which the child has specified by touching. The final portion. Ofthe lesson

ixivelvos a display of animals that Write the child's name on the. screen

-51g. 3) move;, or tell, amusing jingles (Fig. 4 and 5) when accurately- touched

by the child. .In all portions of the lesson, then, correct responseb. (i.e..

accurate touched) are rewarded by their appealing'and stimulating con

even coo .

7'

As illustrated above, maltimode knowledge Of....results involves feed-
:,

back beyond the fundamental level used in most programs. It may involve

a.oimple stimulus ouch as brightening.letters that'are correctlyldentified

.-

.(Fig. 6) or letters in a correctly identified word (Pig. 7); or iermy

entail a more elaborate display such as pictorial animation (Fig. 9 and 10).

In any case, it Provides information to the learner about the adequacy of

his responbe in a less direct yet perhaps more reinforcing mariner than

simple KR. A student May not be reinforced merely by hearing from anmohine

that he is "right", but there is reason to believe that, in general,

41.
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F Introductory lepoon.



A.

Fig. 5 Introductory lescon%

Fig. 6 Leon on graphem diocrimination.



4,

u.

t

Fig. 7 Atter1 ion to word detail.

KW,. 8 Pictorial Format X W.ltimode KR



Fig. 9 Le000ri on gra.pheme-phonome corresponcience
(lioroo.3 in first pootion)

FLja L0000n on fr,raphemo -phoneme covreorondendo
(HorWo in final pmit:Lon)

11



children will be i tivated to respond -dn ways that result in interesting

visual changesrd-stinulating.disr4ays. 4

FGONDATION

The theory of motivaticn supporting the use of Multimode knOwledge.

of results is effectance motivation, Which 'is inborn desire to effect

stinulating changed in the envirenmnt with wilichhe is dealing. ThiS'.

desire to deal with the environment and cause changes, in it has been
I

recoIized by many as alnotiyationa.1 force:: Schachte1 (19510 claims*that

has a "reldtively autonomous capacity :for object interest". and that

this. interest in the environment is potentially. inexhaustible. ,firth.._'
.

(1958) considers the tendericy to deal *with, the,environment basic in mOti-.
* 4

vation. 01117-0 that direbtion of activity toward the environment is

"the fundamental tendency of animal and'human behavior and that it is the

all-pervasive primary motivation of behavior." White (1959) suggested ,

the previously mentioned term, effectance motivatioril. to sdeilcriba a child's'

interest !in causing pronounced effects upon the 'environment ----by making

something. happen as a consequence of his activity , He -contends ,thak.

aaid is interested in changes which offer as Htbb (1949) puts

it, "difference-in-sameness/v.). that, is, interest,is best maintained when

the child's action produdes one partiouldr change in the stimulus -field

'while the remainder. of the field stays constant. That is-not to imply that

White,believes..-effectance motivation is involved' in every action resulting

some change interest is arouze :accord ingto his. theory, pniy when

changeCin.4methtagth*ai he is attending tp. White usesL the ,,child sees

the idea 6f rope' attention
o

siefining his notion 'of effectande:

Dealing with the environment an.s directing focal, attention to some part



4
of it and orgarVing actions to have same effect on ,this-partc:'

As applied to a. controlled learning environment, White's theory of
ez.

effectance motivation impliesthat the student will be motivated to res
'0 1

so as to effect stimulating dianges in what he is watching. Hencey.the

assumption an be 'made, based on the theory of-effectance lkiVation, that

a studeptwill be more highly motivated in the efficacious situation ,

afforded by multiniode KR( than in the traditional learning ern4ronment 4(

accompany

A

S

g fundaMental K4. ;

A .

1NYOMUER Y4

Manipulatioft of and interaction with the environment' have already

been,recognized as possible reinforcers in instructional systems (Geis &

Chapman, 1971). Glaser (1969) cites "overt control of th6 physical

.
environment" as a potentially powerfUJ. reinforcer in programed learning.

He 8a.y that actions causing a change in the stililus displayed to the

_

individual' -may be reinforced:by that change,

have shown that visual as well as other-types

reinforcing; Cofer, :& Apple Y (1964) present an

experiments.)

The reiaforcing nature of. effect

(indeed, a number of studies

of stimulus change can be

excellent review of such

plays an important" role in the

.f
).

.
'frespon8ive environments": described' by Gotkin:41966) and Moore & Anderson-

-

(1969). Their talking typewriter is engineeredtO respond to the student'S

explorations by informing him imMediately about the consequences'ofhis

actions. The talking typeWriter clOselyapproximates multimode knowledge

of results but -is lacking the capability to providepomputer-based pictorial
y

and.graphib animation.

If multimode knowledge, of results proves to bd nireffective reinforcer,

13
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it will be a welcomed alternativeto traditional KR.,- Ad Got points out,

the assumption-that."getting'an,answer correct, and beingtold so, will -be

just as effective a reinforcer as a piece of candy" is apparentl mistaken.

at 1
.\

An exploratory study was .conetIcted to probe the assumption tha:

multimode knowledge, of results issuberior to traditionally:presented KR.
.

SpecifiCally, the st1.1,dy is designedtO 'determine if a'leSson involving

multimode KR maintains"the student's. interest and attention better than ar'.

Version of the lesson providing only fundamental KR. Also explored

-p.

the studyis the.relative merit of pictorial formatin a lesson compared

with a basic lesson dis4ay, where pictorial fTrnat refers to the inalUsin

of nonessential display elements (pictures). ff a simple display holds .

the student's attention as effectively as a more elaborate display, desire

-for ,cost efficiency favors the former approach1 Pibtorial format may also

,affect the power of gultimode KR in maintaining interest; that is pictorial

animation may'differ'in effecti'Veness from a simple change in the visual

stimulus.

SUBJECTS 'AND DESIGN

The study involved kindergarten' children from Washington%lementary

,Scho4 in Champaign, Illinois. The students were randomly assigned bY,

-Computer to fOur.treatment groups, each'group receiving a version of a

lesson presented via PLATO. A two X two factorial analysis df/variande

was used to access the effects of the two independent variables--type .

of knowledge of restats and type of display format--on theajordependent

variables: total time spent in the lesson (Ti), amount of time distracted

from the, lesson (T2), adjusted total time (Tt = T1 - T2), and percent time

14
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distracted of total time (Td = 100(T2/T1)). In addition', six other

dependent-variables were assessed: total number of responses, number of

correct pesponses, number of incorrect responses, percent responses

'incorrect, number of responses per minute, and number of letters correctly'
-1 -

identified on the criterion test. (The criterion test required,the student

to' ay each letterviame that he knew aloud as it appeared, on the--screen.)

-1

MATERIALS AND APPARATUS

Each S received a version of a drill and practice lesson on letter
,

naming presented via PLATO IV, a computer-based educational system featuring

a random-access audio device and.a.touch panel (a touch sensing panel which

allows the child to respond simply by pointing to the answer). the task

remained the same for ail .four- versions of the lesson. The student was

requiredto choose (from a, field of five) the letter named verbally: The

four versionsof the lesson differed only in type of display format and

type of KR while all other features remained ,Qonant. Audio messages,

including (-31 rections and feedback were identical. Follow

respon8e, all groups received a message randomly selecte
a

a correct ,

"That's

right!" and "Good!". An incorrect response was followed by a message ran-

domly chosen from:
'O.

No, touch a different letter.

No, pick another.
No, try again.

Also held constant across conditions was the allowable response rates all

versions allowed a maximn9f six correct responses per minute.

Type of KR varied between versions with two groups receiving only a

postive audio Message and the other two receiving the audio message plus

a change in the visual stimulus Xollowing a correct response. Type 'of display

format also 'varied between versions with two groups seeing a situp) display
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'

of the five letters only while the other two groups saw the letters in a

pictorial setting of five carrots and a bunny rabbit. (Fig. 8)

PROCEDURE

Each of the 3211ftwas run indiviudally on PLATO; beginning with a

10-15 minute 11wariMuip" time using lessons or games not directly related
.

,

to the subject matter of the experimental conditions. This sort time

-period was included so as to dissipate any novelty effects of encountering

PLATO: JUst before entering the target lesson the student was instructed
to

by ah audio message that he would be allowed to-spend'as much or as little

time in the lesson as he wished before proceding to another lesson. S was
-\N

instructe inforth the proctor when read to stop. The computerstarted

an internal clock when the lesson started and stopped it when the lesson

terminated. 'Thus T1 was recorded bythe terminal itself while T2 was kept

by the obsery . (T2 included time S's head was not directed toward the

PLATO screen. With the exception of T2 and the score bn the criterion

test, all othe measures were gathered and stored by the system; following

each session, 1 data was displayed on the screen aril,was recorded ilor

photographed.

,RESULTS

Analysis o

1 through 5 belo The 'total and'distracted time means are higher d

lower respective

KR groups, but th differences .are.not statistically significant. The

variance4 revealed the information presented in Tables

or the multimode'KR conditions than for the simple

adjusted total tiMe means for the multimode-KR cohditions are higher

than those of the simple KR groups,and the difference between conditions

does approaCh significance. The Most interesting result, however,iid,the

.difference in T
d'

scores between the multimode KR conditions and the simple.

ti

16
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KR conditions. Subjects in the'multimode conditions spent a significantly

larger proportion

other two grbOps.

of their time attending to the lesson than did Ss in the

Type
of

Format

Pictorial

Tyke or
KR

me

s.d.

Simple

4

mean

s.d.

Table 1 Group Scores
A

Multimode Simple

'T11

416.9

159.7

2

21.2

17.7

T
t

359.7

1115.7

Td

4.9

3.4

T1

307.8

121.5

T2

45.1

26.2

Tt

263.9

123.7

Td

17.5

13.8

392.4

170.6

*41.1

50.1

351.3

147.5

9.3

9.1

341.7

154.7

50.5

29.8

291.2

153.7

16.4

10.3

-Table 2

Analysis of Variance for
Dependent Variable T1 (Total time)

Source, of variation .d.f. ,

,

mean square

.

V Ratio Probability

Type of KR

Type of Format

KR x Format, .

error
.

1-

1

1

28
.

51,096.1

175.3

6,818.2

23,330.6%

2.19

.01

.29

.

.15

.93

.59 '

17
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Table-5 -

Analysis of Variance for
Dependent Variable T2 (Distracted Time)

juice of variation d.f.

.

mean square F Ratio Probability

Type of KR 1 2,211.1 2.01, .17

Type of Format 1 1,275.1 1.15 .29

KR x Format 1 424.9 : .39 .54

error 28 1,099.4

Table 4

Analysis of variance for
Dependen variable T"(Adjuste&total

Source of Variation d.f. Item aware V Ratio Probability

Type pf KR 1 64,297.0. , 3.11 1 .09

1

Type of Format 1 1,749.4 : .08 .77

KR x Fowmat 1 14,170.8 .69 .-41

011,.

error 28 20,681.2

Table 5

Analysis of Variance for
Dependent Variable I'd (% time distracted)

Source of Variance
(

d.f. mean sqUare F Ratio

,

Probability

We of KR, j 1 . 774.2 : 7.90 .009*

Type of Format 1 , 21.5 .22 .64

KR x Format

error

1

28

. 62.1,,

j 98.0

.63 .43

/ . .

pis significant at the .01 level

18
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DISCUSSION

The results suggest that mult e KR may indeed be superior to

simple KR in aining the student's' interest and attention during amal4

lesson since sub'ects in the two multimode conditions were less distracted

than those in t simple KR conditions - -the former group spent a larger

percentage of their time attending to the lesson. It must be pointed out,

however, that s receiving only the audio message seemed to direct their

attention tow d the audio device (located next to Oe PLATO terminal

itself) during feedback while the Ss receiving a visual stimulus along wip

the audio message.seemed to look at the .screen during feedback. The amount

of time Ss head was directed toward anything other than the screen

"(including the audio device) was recorded as distracted time. Perhaps

the effects of type of KR would be different if distracted time was re-
.

defined as'time spent not looking at some component of the PLATO system.

Despite this fact, the results of the study are such that further inVestigation

of the Ilypothesis is warxanted. The possibility remains that multimode

knowledge of results may serve as a reinforcer in computer-based education.

Type of format had no effect on the dQpendent variables in this study.

One possible explanation may be that the children spent all or part. of their

warm up period with pictorial lesson materials-and May have experienced a

satiation effect on,their interest in pictures. Although this study does not

suggest. any direction for future research concerning the effects of pictures

in les&On material, the author believes that researah.of that nature is

t.

needed to guide propgrcourseware development On PLATO.

a

19



NOTES

1
For a general description of the PLATO system. and its uses see\
Bitzer et mil. (1971 and 72) along with the following:

Alpert, D. and Bitzer, D.L. Advances in Computer-based
Education. Science, 176, -p. 1582.

Lyman, E. A Summary of PLATO Curriculum and Res Ch Materials,
Computer-based Education ResearchLaborato (CERL) Report -
X-23. (August, 1972)

I

2

Courseware refers to lesson materials for a CBE/smipem as distinguished
from hardware and software.

3
Focal attention as conceived by Schachtel refers to thedtbdividnal's
focusing or centering of attention on one particular object or event
in the-environment to the exclusion of the remainder of the field.

4

The author wishes for thank Richard J. Lutz and A. Avner for their
assistance with the statistical anady0s-and for Priscilla Obertino'
for her assistance as proctor. The statistical analysis was performed
through theuse'óf STAT, a PLATO lesson developed by A. Avner, and
the SOUPAC package of the University of Illinois, Urbana.

5
The animal figures shown in all photographs of the PLATO displays were,
created by Lezlie Fillman.
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